
Cryptology or Moment

The  West  has  regressed  to  such  immature  Bastard  Title  Barbarism  Germanic  English

language  psychological  lingo  reductionism  yet  German  Aufklärung  Enlightenment  will

continue to challenge the deprived Government and depraved social mentality and pave way

for education and politics. Western Government is caught up in leading literarily immature

biased partisan Literary Terms Age of Reason Barbarism Bastard Title Climate of Opinion

humanism of secular Attitudes to death Culture typical of Western Government minority

belief  opposed  to  census  majority  and  vote.  Western  lingo  is  mere  sentences  lacking

significant parts. The Commonwealth promotes free Creative Commons licensing without

providing  education  and  withholding  too  controversial  Content  unto  perpetual  deletion

loom.  America  provides  paid  Copyright  registration  protecting  rights.  Western  lingo  is

sentenced  slop  lacking  significant  parts.  The  Commonwealth  promotes  free  Creative

Commons licensing without providing education and withholding too controversial Content

unto  perpetual  deletion  loom.  America  provides  paid  Copyright  registration  protecting

rights.  America  provides  a  paid  Copyright  registration  service  at  the  Congress  Library

Copyright Office which does not delete. Copyright application requires a significant part of

at least a text paragraph like the woman genius Gone with the Wind published periodically a

chapter a month.  Honor (American).  Honour (British).  Despite such proliferant  feminist

nonsense misandry of the word man, hu being a prefix for compound human being as in

humankind and being humane is that hu is linguistically honorific of vocal pronunciation in

honour of woman being women first. John Knox was believed to be a heretic in his lifetime

but is now celebrated as authority on Protestant theology and English grammar. William

Blake was opposed to organised religion of the Protestant Church institution but is now

canonicised as one great English poet and painter. John Knox was believed to be a heretic in

his lifetime but is now celebrated as authority on Protestant theology and English grammar.

William Blake was opposed to organised religion of the Protestant Church institution but is

now  canonisised  as  one  great  English  poet  and  painter.  God  the  Absolute  Antepenult

ontology bests reductionist  nether plane sense of spiraling downward Accent Antagonist

Assimilation  Association  Attitude  Audience  Barbarism Bastard  Title  Content  Culture  of

judgemental lingo with accusatory pitch of homonyms so immature and so evasive. Romans

8:11 and Philippians 2:1-13.  Western communication is based on reductionism language



regression of proud Accent Antagonist Assimilation guilty by Association bad Attitude to

death making vulnerable Audience by Barbarism immature Bastard Title Context Culture of

precedents  pulling  law like  snakes  and ladders.  The  Old  Testament  accuser  is  Satan,  a

masculine  noun.  The  New Testament  accuser  is  Babylon  the  Whore,  a  feminine  noun.

Words justice (Hebrews 11:26) and unicorn (Revelation 13) are not in the New Testament,

KJV (Cambridge); unicorn (Revelation 13) is in the Old Testament 9 times. The Holy Bible

(KJV,  Cambridge)  puts  justice  and  unicorn  in  the  Old  Testament  but  not  in  the  New

Testament of Jesus Christ; Christian justice suffering and Jewish unicorn mentality is put in

symbolically in Hebrews 11:26 and Revelation 13 as Christianity being opposed to Judaism.

The Holy Bible (KJV, Cambridge) records unicorn 9 times in the Old Testament only and

stedfast 6 times in the Old Testament and 17 times in the New Testament of Jesus Christ.

The Masonic-Judeo Defence Cryptology West uses Revelation 13 unicorn mentality and

menorah steadfastness. The Holy Bible (KJV, Cambridge) records unicorn 9 times in the

Old Testament and stedfast 6 times in the Old Testament and 17 times in the New Testament

of Jesus Christ. The Masonic-Judeo Defence Cryptology West uses Revelation 13 unicorn

mentality  with  one  menorah  steadfastness.  The  Holy  Bible  (KJV,  Cambridge)  records

unicorn (Revelation 13) 9 times in the Old Testament only and stedfast 6 (Star of David

Shield) times in the Old Testament and 17 (Masonic-Judeo 1 Menorah) times in the New

Testament of Jesus Christ for Masonic-Judeo Defence Cryptology use? The Jews laughed

Jesus to scorn, provoked Jesus and watched Jesus (Luke 8:53, 11:53-54 and 20:20). Such

Jewish  sense  is  prevalent  in  western  Culture  from  Holy  Bible  literalism  and

misinterpretation thus Justice Services is forever being too lenient a System and so Crime

persists.  Justice  charters  Services to  uphold Victims Rights  with ‘Courtesy,  compassion,

cultural  sensitivity  &  respect’  and  all  monotheistic  religions  prevalent  in  Western

Government, Culture and Society show Compassion well but differently from each to their

own textual etymology belief. The New Testament of Jesus Christ is appended to the Old

Testament as a comparison,  Jesus  Christ  being noun of the  text  and Christ  Jesus being

religio verb of Spiritual  events from the personal pronoun place name proper of Joshua

Yeshua,  thus strength is  Spiritual  elation within.  The New Testament  of  Jesus Christ  is

appended to the Old Testament as a comparison, Jesus Christ being noun of the text and

Christ Jesus being religio verb of Spiritual events from the personal pronoun place name

proper of Joshua Yeshua, thus strength within is Spiritual elation.


